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Biography

He's written five novels, four of them
released by Gypsy Publications. He's
also penned a series of Binge Guides
for fans of HBO's Game of Thrones
and USA Network's Suits.

A Field of Red.  Frank Harper, a
retired cop, is reluctantly drawn
into a kidnapping investigation.
Black Ice.  Frank returns,  taking on
a simple delivery job that uncovers
a murder.
The 9/11 Machine.  Can Dr. Donald
Ellis save his family...and erase
9/11 from history?
The Ghost of Blackwood Lane.  Gary
Foreman is plagued with dreams of
a woman dying. But who is she?
Black Bird.  Can a dispirit group of
strangers catch the most prolific
serial  killer in history?

Greg Enslen is a writer
based in Dayton, Ohio.

Fiction Reviews

Awards

A Field of Red: Shortlisted for the
2015 BookViral Book of the Year
Award and Gypsy Publications 2013
Novel of the Year
The Ghost of Blackwood Lane: 2015
Reader's Favorite Book Award
The 9/11 Machine: Finalist, Reader's
Favorite 2015 Book Award
Black Bird: Featured in StoryBundle's
November 2012 "Second Degree
Bundle"            
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Website:  gregenslen.com

E-mail:  greg@gregenslen.com

FB:  facebook.com/gregenslenswriting/

Twitter:  @gregenslen

Contact

Binge Guides to Game of
Thrones.  Five season-specific
guides to characters, locations
and trivia for HBO's hit series
Binge Guide to Suits.  Three
season-specific guides to
characters, locations and trivia
for USA Network's hit series
A Field Guide to Facebook.  A step-
by-step guide for the Facebook
beginner 

Reader's Favorite called A Field of
Red a "compelling mystery;"
Amazon readers have given it 600
five-star reviews
Amazon readers of The Ghost of
Blackwood Lane called it "an
intense and gripping novel of
suspense," giving it 160 five-star
reviews
Amazon readers of The 9/11
Machine called it "eerie" and
"thought provoking"
BookReview.com called Black
Bird a "manifesto of an intense
character" and called Enslen a
"mastermind of characterization."

Before becoming a full-time author,
Greg was a newspaper columnist,
writing weekly pieces on technology,
lifestyle and local events. Greg also
owned a video game cafe, hosted a
popular podcast, and started a
vintage baseball team.

Before moving to Ohio, Greg worked
in the Washington D.C. area as an
editor and production manager,
publishing technical documents for
customers such as CSC and the U.S.
Navy. He now lives in the Dayton area
with his wife and three children. He is
occasionally accosted by local youth
asking him to "reopen the video  game
store."
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